Incident Ref: 006204-18052017

Custom Incident Report
Time of Call: 18/05/2017 01:21:58
Type: Fire - Primary
Last Updated: 01/08/2017 09:47:03
Initial Incident Type: F1.0.0.P FIRE - INDUSTRIAL /
COMMERCIAL
Initial Address: THE MILTONS HEAD PUBLIC HOUSE,20
DEANWAY,CHALFONT ST GILES

Incident Identification
FRS Incident Number?

006204-18052017

Fire and rescue Service?

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Station

BEACONSFIELD

Was this incident an 'over the
border' incident?

No

Station Ground of Incident

AMERSHAM

Incident Details at Call
What was the time and date of
Call?

18/05/2017 01:21:58

What was the origin of this call?

Person (mobile)

What was the incident type when
the call was received by the
control room?

Fire - Building

Was this incident a 'late call'?

No

Time/date of stop message?

18/05/2017 03:28:07

Time/date incident closed

18/05/2017 09:01:00

Incident Details On Attendance
Please indicate if this is a Fire,
Special Service, False Alarm

Fire

What type of property was
involved?

Property > Building > Non Residential > Food and Drink > Pub/wine bar/bar

Please indicate if there were
persons rescued, extricated,
injured or killed in the incident

No

Please indicate if there were
persons evacuated in the
incident (not including persons
recorded in Q3.5)

No

How many pumping appliances
attended the incident before
mobilisation stopped?

4

Were the Police involved?

Yes

Did an ambulance attend?

No

Was all the property (including
buildings and vehicles) involved
in the fire derelict before the
fire?

No

Was this a Chimney Fire (flame
was confined to a chimney)?

No
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Was there an attack on FRS
Personnel at the incident?

Custom Incident Report
No

On Attendance - Incident Location
Additional Location description

THE MILTONS HEAD PUBLIC HOUSE,20 DEANWAY,CHALFONT ST GILES

On Attendance - Additional Info
Did the fire have multiple seats?

No

How long was it between ignition
and discovery?

Over 30 minutes and up to 2 hours

How long was it between
discovery and first call?

Immediately

How was the fire discovered?

Person

Was there any alarm system
present?

No

Was there anyone in the building
at the time of the fire?

No

Is the building normally
occupied?

No - unoccupied permanently (vacant)

Cause / Motive

Deliberate - others property

Were there any hazardous
materials involved (including
petrol)?

No

On Attendance - Resources Used
How many Officers (non-rider)
attended the incident that did
not travel on the FRS
appliance(s)?

3

FRS Vehicles

Type of FRS vehicle: Pumping - Water tender
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:49:18
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
04:31:23
Type of FRS vehicle: Pumping - Pump / Pump ladder
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:35:16
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
05:15:06
Type of FRS vehicle: Transport - Officer's car
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:57:07
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
02:44:35
Type of FRS vehicle: Transport - Officer's car
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:56:00
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
05:01:30
Type of FRS vehicle: Pumping - Pump / Pump ladder
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:51:59
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
04:05:57
Type of FRS vehicle: Pumping - Pump / Pump ladder
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 01:54:44
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
05:06:54
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Type of FRS vehicle: Command - Command unit
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 02:11:00
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
02:21:24
Type of FRS vehicle: Transport - Officer's car
What time did the appliance arrive at the scene:
18/05/2017 03:41:52
What time was the appliance available to be redeployed?:
18/05/2017
04:48:19

Was any equipment used at the
incident?

Yes

Equipment Used

Type of equipment used:
camera
Number used (e.g. 1): 3

Detection/Location Equipment - Thermal imaging

Type of equipment used:
Forcible Entry Tools Axes/Hammers/Crowbars/Croppers
Number used (e.g. 1): 2

Please provide details of
equipment used that is not listed
in Q6.15.

Type of equipment used:
Number used (e.g. 1): 6

RPE - CABA - standard duration

Type of equipment used:
Number used (e.g. 1): 2

Water Delivery - Main line/jet

Type of equipment used:
Number used (e.g. 1): 2

Water Delivery - Hosereel - high pressure

Type of equipment used:
Number used (e.g. 1): 1

Ladders - Short extension

Type of equipment used:
Number used (e.g. 1): 1

Water Delivery - Monitor - high pressure

LIGHTING, CONES, CORDEN TAPE, GROUND MONITOR

On Attendance - Action
Was there a delay in
commencing fire fighting
actions?

No delay

What was the main action taken
by the general public prior to
arrival?

None

What was the main action taken
by FRS Personnel?

Other sources - Main branch/Jet (J)

Were any manual systems
(systems provided at premises)
used by FRS Personnel?

No

Were there any building Fire
Fighting facilities present?

No

Were there any active safety
systems present?

No

On Attendance - Damage
What was the cause of the fire?

Heat source and combustibles brought together deliberately

Caused by?

Not known

What was the source of ignition?

Not known

What powered the ignition?

Not Known
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What item was ignited first?

Not known

What was the item, if any, mainly
responsible for the spread of the
fire?

Not known

If there was any rapid fire
growth, how was this caused?

No rapid fire growth

What, if any, dangerous
substances were involved
(including petrol)?

None

Was there an explosion?

No

What type of room/compartment
did the fire start in (location of
origin)?

Other (1ST FLOOR LIVING AREA OF PUB)

Human factors contributing to
the fire

Other (ARSON)

Was impairment due to
suspected drugs/alcohol a
contributory factor in the fire?

Don't know

Was there any special method of
building construction involved?

None

Was there heat and smoke
damage only (no flame)?

No

What was the extent of flame
and/or heat damage on arrival?

Roof space and other floors(s)

If any adjacent properties were
affected at the time you arrived,
how far away were they (m)?

No other property affected

What was the extent of flame
and/or heat damage (at stop)?

Roof space and other floors(s)

If any adjacent properties were
affected at stop, how far away
were they (m)?

No other property affected

What is the horizontal area
damaged by flame and/or heat in
sq.m (at stop)?

501 - 1,000

What is the total horizontal area
damaged (by flame and/or heat
and/or smoke and/or water etc)
in sq.m (at stop)?

1,001 - 2,000

What is the approximate size of
the room/compartment of the
fire's origin (sq/m)?

21 - 50

What is the approximate size of
the floor of the fire's origin
(sq/m)?

101 - 200

Number of floors/decks above
ground level (e.g. 1 for single
story building)

2

Number of floors/decks below
ground level

0

On which floor/deck did the fire
originate upon (e.g. 0 for single
story building above ground)?

1

Contributing Factors
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Could the weather be considered
a major contributory factor?
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